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Mission to SR-TEL, Banja Luka 
Serbian Republic (BIH), 24-26.02.2015 

In conformity with the decision taken by the Executive Committee of Eurofedop, a delegation of Eurofedop 
made a visit to the Serbian Republic from 24 to 26/02/2015. 

The logistics and the stay during this visit were in the hands of Kosta Bundalo and Milenko Topic, 
respectively president and secretary general of SR-TEL. 

The delegation, which consisted of Bert Van 
Caelenberg, Secretary General of Eurofedop, 
Gabor Holecz and Arnold Reznyik, from Mosz 
(Hungary), and Jadranko Vehar and Vlasta 
Mesaric (social dialogue experts from Croatia), 
had a meeting with Mr Monsignor, Dr Miljenko 
Aničić, Director of Caritas, Diocese of Banja 
Luka. We were warmly welcomed by the 
bishop, who gave us information about the 
activities developed by Caritas. Both in the 

period after the war and at present, the organisation’s involvement remains very important in the region. With 
more than 100 staff members and with the support of Germany and Luxemburg, they are working at 
restoring houses, creating homes for the elderly and also providing education to children in schools. 

The Eurofedop delegation, including the colleagues from our local member organisation, were impressed by 
the immense work done by Monsignor Aničić. With a view to the social dialogue project which Eurofedop will 
set up in Ljubljana, Slovenia, in September 2015, we plan to stay in touch with the Bishop and think of inviting 
the Diocese of Banja Luka to get actively involved in the seminar. 

Our second visit brought us to Doboj, which lies in the region which has been severely hit 
by the recent flood disaster. We were confronted 
with the technical consequences of the disaster and 
the damage which can be caused by water. Sladana 
Stjepanović gave us a tour around the building and 
Kosta told us about the heroic involvement of the 
staff and their chief in dealing with the disaster. We 
promised to give an oral account of what we saw 
and what we learned to our member organisations 

at the next Post and Telecom session. 
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The biggest sport and rehabilitation centre in the region lies in Teslić. We visited the centre and had a 
meeting with the Minister of Public Health, Doctor Dragan Bogdanić, who is also the Director of Banja 
Vrucica. 

The complex has 800 hotel beds and is specialised in cardiovascular rehabilitation. It spreads over a wide 
area and receives each year 10,000 guests from the Balkans but also from Germany, Austria. 

The day was concluded with a meeting with the Deputy 
Minister of Labour, Mr Rajko Klićković. An important item of 
discussion during this meeting was the change planned 
shortly in the labour legislation. The common thread in the 
new law will be “to work longer, with adaptation of the 
retirement age”. We understood that, above all, it will be 
difficult to avoid a confrontation with the confederation. 

 

 
 

The same item was mentioned during our meeting with 
Marko Lopičić, Executive Director for Corporate Affairs of 
m:tel. After a presentation of m:tel, which is also present 
with commercial activities in Austria, Macedonia, Germany 
and Slovenia and employs 2100 personnel in the Republic 
of Srpska, Bert Van Caelenberg indicated the points which 
are of interest to Eurofedop, as there are, the struggle for 
defending the rights and benefits in a time of austerity, new 
technologies in telecom, training, existing social dialogue, 
multinational enterprises and privatisation. 
 

In agreement with the colleagues of SR-TEL, the discussion went on with the dossier regarding pensions and 
the problems experienced by older workers. The CEO, assisted by the responsible official for HRM and the 
permanent negotiator with the trade unions, is fully aware of the problems mentioned. He indicated that no 
initiatives are taken without consulting the trade unions, which was confirmed by Kosta Bundalo. 

Thus, in spite of three days rain, the delegation was happy to conclude their flash visit with a positive feeling. 
The colleagues of Mosz invited the colleagues of SR-TEL to visit in turn the country of Hungary. 

Now, the work for Eurofedop to be done in preparation for the working group sessions of 21-22/04 in Vienna 
is to obtain enough information from the affiliated trade unions about reduction measures which have been 
taken in the past and are still being taken in their national Post and Telecom companies. 

   


